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Abstract
TEA (Tiny Encryption Algorithm) is a block cipher with
simple ARX (addition, rotation, exclusive-OR) based
Feistel network, designed for both hardware and software
scenario. Inspired by the auto search algorithm for ARX
cipher introduced by Biryukov and Velichkov in 2014,
we proposed an improved version of auto search algorithm for ARX cipher and verified in block cipher TEA.
By introducing a sorted partial difference distribution table (sorted pDDT), our algorithm can eliminate lots of
branches in advance during differential trail search phase.
As time of the search algorithm increase exponentially
with the rounds increasing, our algorithm make a great
improvement in the search performance.
Keywords: ARX, automatic search, differential trail,
sorted pDDT, TEA

1

Introduction

In the past decades, lots of light weight primitives are
published for the application of limited resource scenario.
For the purpose of simplicity, some of those light weight
block ciphers, such as TEA [12], and XTEA [8], use the
ARX based design concept, which is combined by a small
set of simple operations such as modular addition, bit
shift and XOR (exclusive-OR). The ARX based design
concept is simple and can be implemented efficiently both
in software and hardware.
For the cryptanalysis of ARX based primitives, many
techniques is used for the security evaluation such as rotational cryptanalysis [3], integral Zero-Correlation attack [11], etc. However Differential cryptanalysis is still
a basic tools during the cryptanalysis of ARX cipher. In

differential attack, attackers try to recover the secret key
by exploiting the high differential probability pattern of
the cipher. Finding a good differential pattern became a
key step of the attack. Originally, the search procedure
of a good differential pattern is a manual work, therefore
the search of high probability differential alway fails for
modern block cipher due to the high diffusion properties.
In [6], a branch-and-bound strategy is firstly applied
to an automatic search approach of differential and linear trail proposed by Matsui. The author demonstrate a
search algorithm for the differential and linear trail and
practically apply to block cipher DES. Matsui’s algorithm
treated the the search procedure of differential and linear
trail as a search over a tree of possible solution, in which
every non-linear operation is a node with many possible
difference or linear mask. By cutting off the paths which
is not leading to an optimal solution, the author efficiently
derive the best differential and linear trail of DES.
In [2], Biryukov and Velichkov proposed the first extension of Matsui’s automatic search algorithm for differential trails in ARX based block cipher. Since the DDT (differential distribution table) for one round ARX operation
requires 23n × 4 bytes of memory for n bit block size, it is
unlikely to delivery an optimized result using the original
Matsui’s search algorithm on current computation power.
To solve this memory and computation complexity issue,
the author introduced a pDDT (partial differential distribution table) to search algorithm, which contains all
the high probability differentials with respect to a fixed
threshold. By using pDDT and high way & country road
concept, the author successfully find the first full differential trails for block cipher TEA. The best result covers
18 round with one round advance comparing to the best
differential attack on TEA(17 rounds). Also the author
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present a lot of differential trails search result in XTEA,
RAIDEN [9] and SPECK [1].
Contribution. In this paper, we proposed an improved version of threshold search algorithm based on
Biryukov’s differential search algorithm. By using a
sorted pDDT approach, our improved version of search
algorithm can cut off more unnecessary branches in advance. Comparing to the original search algorithm, our
search algorithm is more efficiency and make a great improvement in the time complexity. We verify the search
result practically in block cipher TEA, and we present the
detail of comparison results with original search algorithm
in the second part of our paper.
The contents of this paper are organized as follows.
Part 2 gives a brief introduction of block cipher TEA and
differential. Part 3 introduces automatic search for differential trail in ARX ciphers. In Part 4, we give a detailed
description of our improved version of differential search
algorithm and analyze the improvement it makes. We
did the experiments in Part 5 and show the comparison
with original algorithm. At last we give our conclusion in
Part 4.

2

Preliminaries

2.1

Notation

We use following notions in this paper:
Li :
Ri :
K:
ki :
δi :
+:
⊕:
x|y:
#A:
Bn :
bn :
B
B̄n :

2.2

The left half of the i round input.
The right half of the i round input.
128-bit master key.
The round key (i = 0, 1, 2, 3).
The round constant used in the i-th round.
Addition modular 2n
Exclusive-OR
Concatenation of two bit strings x and y.
The number of elements in the set A
Probability of the best n-round trail
Probability of the best found n-round trail
An estimation for the best n-round probability

A Brief Introduction of Block Cipher
TEA

Block cipher TEA was designed by Wheeler and Needham
of the Cambridge Computer Lab and first presented at
the FSE in 1994 [12]. It has a Feistel structure with a
ARX based F function. Block cipher TEA takes a 64-bit
plaintext as input and has a total of 64 iteration rounds.
For the purpose of less memory usage, the round keys of
block cipher TEA are derived from the 128-bit master key
directly as K = k3 |k2 |k1 |k0 . A round constant δi is added
in every round to prevent the slide attacks. We define the
F-function as (for odd rounds):
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Figure 1: Two-round Feistel structure of TEA

output is calculated as: Li+1 = Ri , Ri+1 = Li + F (Ri ).
The operations used in its Feistel structure is modular
addition instead of XOR. More details of block cipher
TEA, readers can refer to the paper [12].

3
3.1

Differential Analysis in ARX
and Threshold Search
Differential Analysis in ARX Based
Cipher

In traditional differential cryptanalysis, differential trail
is considered using XOR differences. However, for lots of
primitives, such as TEA, additive differences are more appropriate for the differential cryptanalysis since the round
key and round constants are add-ed. In such primitives,
the estimation of differential probability using ADD is
more accurate than using XDP (XOR differential probability). Moreover, the number of ADD vs. XOR operations in TEA in one round is larger and then more
components are linear in the round function, it is more
suitable to use ADD difference instead of XOR difference
in differential cryptanalysis in such primitives. The definition of ADP (addition differential probability) as below:
adp⊕ (α, β → γ) =

2−2n · #{(x, y) : ((x + α) ⊕ (y + β)) − (x ⊕ y) = γ}
In paper [4] and [5], the efficient computation method
of
probabilities
adp⊕ and xdp+ have been demonstrated,
F (x) = ((x  4) + k0 ) ⊕ (x + δr ) ⊕ ((x  5) + k1 )
and further generalized using S-function concept in [7]
The encryption procedure are depicted more intuitively and [10]. We will not present a detailed description here
in Figure 1. Given the inputs Li and Ri of round i, the due to the space limitation.
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Partial Difference Distribution Table
(pDDT )

αr+1 ∈ H such that it prevents the overload of the
size of C.

Finding a good differential trail remains a great challenge in ARX based block cipher cryptanalysis. Comparing with S-box (substitution box) based block cipher, the
ARX design concept uses the operations which is based on
bit-level instead of word-level operations of S-box based
design. In cryptanalysis of those S-box based block ciphers, the analysis of differential trails is usually considered at word level, and the upper bound of differential
trails can be estimated easily through counting of active
s-box. However, for the ARX based block cipher, it is
inconvenient to estimate the upper bound of differential
trails in traditional way since the size of differential table of ARX based block cipher can be considered as extremely large. As a sacrifice of completeness, Biryukov
and Velichkov proposed a partial DDT with a pre-defined
threshold probability pthres in [2] to reduce the search
space, which is defined as:

In Threshold Search, the first two rounds search only
explore differential in H as the input differences and the
output differences can be freely chosen, therefore restricting the search range into H ensures the search for differential in these rounds are not overloaded. However,
from the third round, the input difference is fixed due to
the Feistel structure, the algorithm explores differential
not only in H but also in C. If one trail search reaches
the last round successfully, B̄n will be updated. The final best found differential trail usually contains as many
differentials in H as possible.

(α, β, γ) ∈ pDDT ⇔ DP(α, β → γ) ≥ pthres

4
4.1

Improved Differential Search
Improved Threshold Search Using
Sorted pDDT

Our improved Threshold Search is also a branch-andIn [2], Biryukov and Velichkov have proved that xdp+ bound algorithm based on Biryukov’s algorithm. We inand adp⊕ are monotonously decreasing with the word size troduced a sorted pDDT to search algorithm to improve
elimination rate of unnecessary branches. One of key facn bits:
tors for time complexity of the threshold search is the
pn ≤ pn−1 ≤ · · · ≤ pk ≤ · · · ≤ p1 · · · p0 .
(1) branch numbers during search phase. If we can cut off the
unnecessary branches in earlier phase, the time we used
In Equation (1), pk = DP(αk , βk → γk ), 1 ≤ k ≤ n. for differential trail search will be less. Therefore, we proWith the property above, they proposed an algorithm us- pose a sorted pDDT to cut off most unnecessary branches
ing a recursive procedure rather than exponential compu- in advance. In sorted pDDT, the entries are sorted by
tation to compute the pDDT. The time complexity of the input differences in ascending order, probabilities in dealgorithm depends on pthres .
scending order and output differences in ascending order
in sequence. The pseudo-code is given in Algorithm 1.
Temporary table C is used as a pDDT with threshold
3.3 Threshold Search
pmin when pmin < pthres . We assume that if the largest
In [2], Biryukov and Velichkov proposed an extended al- probability in certain round r is chosen at the beginning
gorithm to search for the best found differential trail in stage, it has more chance to reach last round and pmin
ARX ciphers named Threshold Search, which is similar will be updated as well as B̄n . If pmin increased, less
to Matsui’s branch-and-bound algorithm [6]. The proba- entries in H or C need to be traversed probably. It’s easy
bility of the best found trail so far for the first n rounds is to stop traversing efficiently if pmin isn’t satisfied due to
notated as B̄n . Respectively, the probability of the best their sorting sequence. In original algorithm, C and H
bn . Besides, they came up with the confound trail is B
may have some entries in common. To solve this issue,
cept of highways and country roads. Highways are differ- we add maximum probability condition i.e. pthres when
entials in pre-computed pDDT H with the probabilities building C to avoid traversing repeated entries.
above a pre-defined threshold pthres , while country roads
We optimize the algorithm in the following routine:
are differentials with fixed input difference computed ondemand in an intervening round. The country roads are 1) Process in the first two and the last round is the same
stored in table C with probabilities lower than pthres and
as Threshold Search;
satisfy following two conditions:
2) From the third round onwards to round r, deter1) Their probabilities are above a minimum value that
mine the required minimum probability, i.e. pmin =
bn−r );
bn i.e. in round r, the counB̄n /(p1 p2 · · · pr−1 B
may still improve B
try road (αr , βr , pr ) (suffix r means round r instead of r-bit word) satisfies that pr ≥ pmin = 3) If pmin ≥ pthres , it is unnecessary to calculate table
C, and we only explore the entries in H with certain
bn−r );
B̄n /(p1 p2 · · · pr−1 B
fixed input difference αr and probabilities above pmin
2) Their output differences βr ensure that the input difrather than all with certain fixed input difference,
ference for the next round is in H i.e. αr−1 + βr =
since H is a sorted pDDT;
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Algorithm 1 Improved Threshold Search Based on
Sorted pDDT
b =
Input: n: number of rounds; r: current round; H: sorted pDDT; B
b 1, B
b 2, · · · , B
b n−1 ): probabilities of best found trails for the first
(B
b n : initial estimate; T̄ = (T̄1 , T̄2 , · · · , T̄n−1 ): trail
(n − 1) rounds; B
for n rounds with probability B̄n ; pthres : probability threshold.
b n, T
b = (T
b 1, T
b 2, · · · , T
b n−1 ): trail for n rounds with probaOutput: B
bn .
bility B
b B̄n , T̄ , pthres )
1: function Thres Search Sorted pDDT(n, r, H, B,
2:
if ((r = 1) ∨ (r = 2)) ∧ (r 6= n) then
3:
for all (α, β, p) in H do
bn ← p1 p2 · · · pr B
bn−r
4:
pr ← p, B
bn ≥ B̄n then
5:
if B
6:
αr ← α, βr ← β
7:
add Tbr ← (αr , βr , pr ) to Tb
b B̄n , Tb,
8:
Thres Search Sorted pDDT(n, r + 1, H, B,
pthres )
9:
end if
10:
end for
11:
end if
12:
if (r > 2) ∧ (r 6= n) then αr ← (αr−2 + βr−1 )
bn−r , pr,min ← B̄n /Pr−1
13:
Pr−1 ← p1 p2 · · · pr−1 B
14:
if pr,min ≤ 1.0 then
15:
for all βr : (pr (αr → βr ) ≥ pr,min ) ∧ ((αr , βr , pr ) ∈ H)
do add Tbr ← (αr , βr , pr ) to Tb
b B̄n , Tb,
16:
Thres Search Sorted pDDT(n, r + 1, H, B,
pthres ), pr,min ← B̄n /Pr−1
17:
end for
18:
if pr,min < pthres then C ← ∅
19:
for all βr : (pr (αr → βr ) ≥ pr,min ) ∧ ((αr+1 + βr ) =
γ ∈ H) do add (αr , βr , pr ) to C
20:
end for
21:
if (C = ∅) ∧ ((βr , pr ) ← pr = maxβ p(αr → β) ≥
pr,min ) then add (αr , βr , pr ) to C
22:
end if
23:
if (C 6= ∅) then
24:
for all (α, β, p) ∈ C ∧ (pr,min < pthres ) do
add Tbr ← (αr , βr , pr ) to Tb
b
25:
Thres Search Sorted pDDT(n, r + 1, H, B,
B̄n , Tb, pthres ), pr,min ← B̄n /Pr−1
26:
end for
27:
end if
28:
end if
29:
end if
30:
end if
31:
if r = n then αr ← (αr−1 + βr−2 )
32:
if (αr in H) then
33:
(βr , pr ) ← pr = maxβ∈H p(αr → β)
34:
else (βr , pr ) ← pr = maxβ p(αr → β)
35:
end if
bn ← p1 p2 · · · pn
36:
pn ← pr , B
bn ≥ B̄n then αn ← αr , βn ← β
37:
if B
38:
add Tbn ← (αn , βn , pn ) to Tb
bn , T̄ ← Tb
39:
B̄n ← B
40:
end if
41:
end if
bn ← B̄n , Tb ← T̄
42:
B
bn , Tb
43:
return B
44: end function
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4) If pmin < pthres , table C may be needed but we won’t
compute it immediately. We search for the entries
with the fixed input difference in table H and choose
the largest one to proceed to the next round first if
we sucessfully find them. When the algorithm backtracks gradually to round r, the pmin may be updated
and we choose the next entry in table H which still
satisfies pmin ;
5) After exploring table H and if still pmin < pthres , we
begin to compute a pDDT C under the conditions
mentioned in Section 3.3;
6) Explore the entries in table C in pre-defined order,
update pmin dynamically when the recursion backtracks, and terminate if the probability does not satisfy pmin ;
7) After exploring table H and C if needed, recursion
returns and backtracks to the previous round i.e. (r−
1).
Compared with original algorithm, the sorted pDDT
is required to be calculated instead of pDDT. Since it’s
easy to implement the sorted list with the underlying programming languages like C/C++ and inserting and finding operations in sorted list costs little extra time compared with ordinary list, the proposed idea have less extra
computation costs.
In addition, we add Pr−1 as the multiplication of constructed (r − 1)-round trail probability and best found
trail probability for the first (n − r) rounds. Being similar as Biryukov’s Threshold Search, Algorithm 1 operates by recursively extending a trail from i rounds to
(i + 1) rounds, beginning with i = 1 and terminating
at i = n. The recursion at level i is performed to
level (i + 1) only if the multiplication of constructed iround trail probability and best found trail probability for
bn−i ≥ B̄n or
(n − i) rounds is at least B̄n , i.e., p1 p2 · · · pi B
bn−i ). For i = n the last equation
pi ≥ B̄n /(p1 p2 · · · pi−1 B
bn ≥ B̄n . If the latter
is equivalent to: p1 p2 · · · pn = B
bn and the
holds, the initial estimate is updated: B̄n ← B
corresponding trail is also updated accordingly: T̄n ← Tbn .
As a result of our investigation, the sorted pDDT proposed above makes more contribution in table C than
table H as the entries with certain fixed input difference
in H are within a small amount or even none, thus it cuts
off rare branches.

4.2

Evaluation of the Proposed Algorithm

Both original algorithm and Algorithm 1 will finish when
the initial estimate B̄n can’t be improved any more. We
found that the probability order of entries in C also have
great influence on time complexity. If the entries with
greater probability are more likely to update B̄n in the
last round, the updated pmin may reduce the explore of
some remaining entries with smaller probability.
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Table 1: Search time of the original and the proposed algorithm. Environment: Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-3470 CPU,
3.20GHz, 8GB RAM
Rounds
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Time per
(original)
0.001 s
0.006 s
1.901 s
1m2s
3 m 37 s
10 m 30 s
13 m 26 s
23 m 12 s
25 m 23 s
19 m 8 s
8 m 17 s
19 m 11 s
19 m 23 s
22 m 1 s
10 m 29 s
33 m 0 s

round

Time accumulation
(original)
0.001 s
0.007 s
1.908 s
1m3s
4 m 40 s
15 m 10 s
28 m 35 s
51 m 47 s
1 h 17 m 10 s
1 h 36 m 18 s
1 h 44 m 35 s
2 h 3 m 45 s
2 h 23 m 8 s
2 h 45 m 10 s
2 h 55 m 38 s
3 h 28 m 38 s

Time per round
(Algorithm 1)
0.002 s
0.004 s
1.860 s
48.010 s
25.553 s
6 m 38 s
8 m 22 s
13 m 0 s
12 m 46 s
6 m 38 s
2 m 35 s
6 m 47 s
6 m 59 s
4m3s
1 m 48 s
5 m 27 s

Time accumulation
(Algorithm 1)
0.002 s
0.006 s
1.866 s
49.876 s
1 m 15 s
7 m 53 s
16 m 16 s
29 m 16 s
42 m 2 s
48 m 40 s
51 m 15 s
58 m 2 s
1h5m0s
1h9m4s
1 h 10 m 52 s
1 h 16 m 19 s

The experiment result of the proposed algorithm is pre- descending order and output differences in ascending orsented in the next section.
der in sequence, we can reduce the exploring amount of
temporary table C to eliminate most of search branches.
We verify the improvement experimentally on the block
5 Experiments of the Improved cipher TEA, and give the search results and timing costs
compared with the original Biryukov’s search algorithm.
Threshold Search
The result shows, using the our improved algorithm with
We applied Algorithm 1 to TEA with additive difference. sorted pDDT concept, search performance has remarkIn our experiment, we ignore the influence of the round ably improvement. The further improvement and analconstants, the round keys dependence just for a compar- ysis on the more types of ARX block cipher will be our
further research direction.
ison with the original algorithm.
The comparison results are presented in Table 1. Column (Time per round) lists the search time for the best
b1 , B
b2 ,
found trail of n rounds, given the probabilities B
bn−1 of best found trails for the first 1, 2, · · · , n − 1
···, B
rounds. Column (Time accumulation) is the time sumb1 , B
b1 , · · · , B
bn−1 not known.
mation for n rounds, if B
From the table it shows that the proposed algorithm improves the search performance effectively and speed up in
an approximate range from 1 to 8 times without changing
the best found trails. It is difficult to estimate and quantize the elimination rates of unnecessary branches during
the search phase, however, we state that the improvement
will be more effective for the ARX block cipher with more
rounds.

6

Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a improved version of automatic search algorithm with a sorted pDDT concept to
ARX block cipher. By using sorted pDDT concept, which
has input differences in ascending order, probabilities in
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